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Program THNSKN computes the mean heating rate at a
{ number of thermocouple locations on the surface of
;s thin skin transient heating rate models. 	 Experi-
mental data, calibrated in engineering units, is
obtained from ABEL tape output of the EHTS03 data
reduction computer program.	 The program output con-
': sists of time history tabulations in an array by
thermocouple locations for each time sample.
r
B.	 PROGRAM HISTORY
The original THNSKN program was written in 1969.
The current version was written in December 1974 as










Title:	 Surface Heating Rate of Thin
Skin Models (THNSKN)
Author:
	 Jack D. McBryde
Date:	 December 1974
Installation:	 JSC, Houston, Texas
Authorization:	 Contract NAS 9-12200
Source Language:	 FORTRAN V
Computer Configuration UNIVAC 1108 or 1110, EXEC 8
B. DESCRIPTION OF PROGRAM REQUEST
See attachment 8.
C. USAGE
1. Input Requirements and Data Descriptions:
The THNSKN input tape is produced by the program
EHTS03	 It is a FORTRAN-written binary tape
containing time in floating-point seconds fol-
lowed by
	 gdata in floating point for N channels
The number of channels(N) is fixed for a given( )
	 g
E	 tape (N < 259)
i
{	 See attachment 6 for sample input.
s












The following ls- is a summary of the restrictions:
•	 The input tape must have the format specified
in section C.I.
i
•	 The array of thermocouples must have no more
than SO rows or columns, and one row or column
must contain at least three thermocouples. 	 j
1
j •	 Each specified time slice must contain at least j
three input records.
a •	 The maximum number of points for thermocouples,
f




6. Diagnostic, Normal-Console, and Standard-Output'
Messages:
See attachment 9.
7. Labels,	 Save-Tapes, and Output Disposition:











9. Nonstandard System Requirements:
There are none.
10. Running Time:
THNSKN processes nine thermocouples for 40 time
points in less than 1/2 minute.
D. ANALYSIS
1. Description of the Relationship of Variables to
the Test Item
The test item may be considered to be a rectan-
gular plate having, at most, two thicknesses as
shown:
T1,1	 T1,2	 ^^ T1,k
T1,k
...









T i T i-1,1	 -1,2 Ti-1,k T.i-1,k+1 ...	 T i-1,j-1 i-1,j
i Ti,l	









k .	 The ori g in nf the x-. v-coordinate system is the
[	 .
L^.
• The variables d l and d 2 are the two thick-
nesses. If the test item has only one thickness,
it is represented by d .
• The variable T 
l,j
.	 is the temperature at a
` 
thermocouple in degrees Fahrenheit.
• The variables Ti ,k and Ti k+1 are tempera-
tures adjacent to the thickness difference
junction.
• The variable Yi d is the y-coordinate of the
junction at row i in inches.
• Each row or column is colinear in the X-,
Y-plane so that the coordinates of all the
thermocouples (X, Y) can be expressed using
F
i-values of X and j-values of Y	 Both X















where N is the number of temperatures • read in





2.2 Mean heat flux without conduction correction:
The mean heat flux without conduction correction







N 	 + TN-1 _ T1	 T2q i'	 2	 N	 1	 \t	 t	 ^1 —^ ( ,J	 10J	 1,J	 1,J)
(2)
where
t l	 = the time for the first
scan of data in the interval
in seconds.
tN =.the time for the last scan




'j , T1 -1 , TN
'j = the first, second, next to
the last, and last tempera-
tures of the thermocouple in
row i and column j.
P	 = mass density in lb/ft3.
CP 	specific heat in BTU/1b°F.
d	 thickness of test material
in inches.
If the test item has two thicknesses, then d di










2.3	 Mean lateral heat loss in the X-direction:
The mean lateral heat loss in the X-direction 	 qX
is computed by
_	 _
X. 	 24Kd	 Ti	 T.Ti+1 ,7	T_ i1J=	 _





K = thermal conductivity in BTU/ft sec°F.
d = d l 	for	 j	 < k	 (see the figure).	 j
d = d 2	 for	 j > k
2.4	 Mean lateral heat loss in the Y-direction:
The mean lateral heat loss in the Y-direction 	 qy 
! may be computed b	 one of three equations,Y	 P	 Y	 q	 ,
depending on whether the test material has one or
two thicknesses and the position of the thermo-
couple relative to the junction between the
thicknesses,	 1
Case 1:	 The variable	 qy 	when the material has
one thickness or where it has two and all three




T i,j +1=	 	 71,j	 T1qy	 -









d	 d l when j + 1 <_ k .
d = d2
 when j - 1 > k
Case 2: The variable qy when the material has
two thicknesses and j = k (see the figure).
y	
24F













Yd = the Y-coordinate of the function at row i
(see the figure).
Case 3: The variable qy when the material has
two thicknesses and j	 k + 1 .
E,
I^
2.5 Mean heating rate:
The mean heating rate q is computed from
equations 2, 3, and 4, 5, or 6.
T
ql , j - qi , j + qi	 + qi	 (7)
3. Special Treatment When the Array Contains Bad
Thermocouples:
The variables q, q, q  and q y are not computed
for bad thermocouples. These values are set to
zero.
C
In computing 	 q 	 for a column containing one or
more bad thermocouples, temperatures and
x-coordinates of three successive good (but not
;i
necessarily adjacent) thermocouples are used.
The same procedure is used in computing 	 qy
q` 3
Ij
>; 4.	 The Variables	 qx	 and	 qy	at Row or Column End
Points
The conduction correction (q x or qy) used at the
end points (first or last good thermocouple) are
the same asthose -computed for the adjacent -
t thermocouple in the row or column.
Linear Least Squares Heating5.	 ,^	 	  Rate and Percent
Standard Errorsw
:'
The heating rate at each thermocouple	 Q	 is-'com-
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rIf the time slice specified contains mo
n scans, the last time and correspondi
temperat'',,res are used as the first time






Forty-three thousand decimal locations are required.
k G. LIST OF SUBROUTINES
None.
H. LOCATION OF SOURCE AND BINARY DECKS
.,.^ The Data Processing Systems Department of Lockheed
.
Electronics Company, Inc.,maintains all source and




f See attachment S.
` J. CORRESPONDENCE































	 LEAD CARD SETUP
	
t	 CARD NO. 2
JOB
	 PAGE 2 OF 10
NAME	 THNSKN	 PROGRAMMER McBrYde	 nATE 12/74
FIELD CARD FOR'MAT SYMBOLIC
	
IDENTIFICATIONID COLUMNS	 NAME
















1 1-10 F10.3 RHO Mass density (p) of test material in
lbm/ft3.
2 11-20 F10.3 CP Specific heat (Cp) of test material in
BTU/lbm °F.
3 21-30 F10.3 BI K Thermal conductivity	K	 of test
material in BTU/ft sec °F.
4 31-40 F10.3 DD(1) Test material thickness	 (d,) in inches.
If there is only one thickness in the
sample, the next field will be left
blank.
5 41-50 F10.3 DD(2) The second test material thickness 	 (D ).
If a second thickness is supplied,
card 5 must appear in the deck.
6 51-53 I3 NX Number* of x-coordinates:
-1 <NV<	 50	 .
7 54-56 I3 NY Number* of y-coordinates:
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NAME	 THNSKN	 PROGRAMMER McBryde	 DATE 12/74
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1 1-5 I5 NCHS Number of data channels on input tape*.
2 6-10 I5 NCC Command channel number*.
3	 111-15 IS IOPT1 0 — Use card 9 to specify start-stop
times.
1 — Use card 9A to specify start-stop
ENPAER
command event levels.
4 116-20 I5 JIThe maximum number of parity error
records per time slice which will be
permitted.	 If blank,	 2 will be used.
Parity e •iror records are skipped.
S 21-25 I5 NOTH If NOTH is blank or zero time, tempera-
ture data for each scan in the time
slice will be printed.
.i. Comment: *The input tape record has a time word preceding the





JOB	 PAGE 5 OF 10







NOTE:	 This card will appear in the
deck only if DD(2) on Card 3
is used.
1 1-10 F10.3 YDD(l) The y-coordinate of the junction
between test material thicknesses when





YDD(2) Same for XX(2).
3 Same for XX(3).
4 31-40 1 F10.3 YDD (4) Same for XX(4).
S 41-50 JF10.3 YDD(S) Same for XX(5).








1 1-10 F10.3 XX(1) X-axis location of first thermocouple
row in inches.
2 11-20 F10.3 XX(2) X-axis location of second thermocouple
row.
3 21-30 F10.3 XX 3 X-axis location of third thermocouple
row.
4 31-40 JF10.3 XX(4) X-axis location of fourth thermocouple
row.








JOB	 PAGE 6 OF 10
NAME	 THNSKN	 PROGRAMMER McBryde	 DATE _ 12/74
-	










Y-axis location of first.thermocou le
column in inches.
2 11-20 F10.3 YY(2) Y-axis location of second thermocouple
column.
3 21-30 F10.3 YY(3) Y-axis location of third thermocouple
column.
4 31-40 F10.3 YY(4) Y-axis location of fourth thermocouple
column.
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NAME	 THNSKN	 PROGRAMMER McBryde	 DATE 12/74










1 1-3 I3 IX Row number (X-direction) of
thermocouple.
2 4-6 I3 IY Column number (Y-direction) of
thermocouple.
3 7-10	 J14 (IX,IY) Channel number for temperature of
thermocouple located at IX, IY.
4 11-13 I3 IX




7 21-23 I3 IX




10 31-33 I3 i





13 41-43 I3 IX















PAGE 8 OF 10
THNSKNMcBryde	 12/74NAME	 PROGRAMMER	 DATE
-	 Comment Enter as many cards as needed to define NX * NY thermo-
couple locations	 Bad thermocouples should be indicated








1 1-10 F10.3 TSTRT Computation start time.
Computation stop time.
Start time for least squares curve fit.
2 11-20 F10.3 TSTOP
3 21-30 F10.3 STATME
No data will be processed outside of
the interval from TSTRT to TSTOP.
4 31-35 I5 NTME The number of points to be curve fit.
If	 NTME <_ 2	 no curve fittingwill
be done.
NOTE:	 This card will be used if IOPT1
on card 4 is zero or blank.	 Card 9A
will not be used and must not appear
in the deck.
	
As many staTt-StOp time
cards may be used as desired but the
time slices must not overlap;	 i.e.	 the
start time for the current time slice
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1 1-10 F10.0 CESTRT Command event start level.
2 11-20 F10.0 CESTOP Command event stop level.
3	 121-30 F10.3 STATME Start time for least squares curve fit.
No curve fit computations will be done
prior to CESTRT or after CESTOP.
4 31-35 I5 NTME The number of points to be curve fit.
If	 NTME <_ 2	 no curve fitting will
be done.
NOTE:	 C ard 9A will appear in the deck
only if IOPT1 on card 4 is 1.	 Card 9
must notappear in the decks.	 As man
event start-stopcards may be used as






r^ COMMAND EVENT START-STOP
LEAD CARD SETUP
CARD 140. _. 9A
JOB	 PAGE 10 OF 10
NAME	 THNSKN	 PROGRAMMER McBryde	 DATE 12/74
r






(onne or more card 9A's if IOPT1 card 4 is 1.
One or more card 9's if IOPT1
on card 4 is 0.
i
rnn ,nc 4	 0	 ,

PROGRAMMER 	 - NO. BOX NO. PHONE NO, PRI ORTTIALS
XXXXX
^^Dllll
XXX XXX XXX Xo
OIVISIUN LODE /1100. W, 001". NO, EST, TIME MA%, TIME
FDXX 614 XXXX XX XX
jF..Ll.UTPUTjSEG,NO,
XX
OPERATING SYSTEM TYPE OF RUN N0 NO NO.
TAPES FASTRFILES
DRUM
FILES110EEXECH	 nW SCOPE	 q PROD .^	 TEST a
Z. O U1106EXEC^')111	 XMSMARTS F--j OTHER(EXPLAIN BELOMI	 f





UNIT REELNO. NAME UNIT REEL NO. NAME SAVE






Q hf f t. NU hILE NO
PUNCHED
PEEL NO, NU. CARDS
OUTPUT
tS MM	 35 "M
Q
CAL COMP







.l l'Nfl'+ •.1nL STttP1 Sv51 EAI r.ICi.
.'.4 i ,.l	 C,P
PA.',:_y 1,U t PUI .1 F	 t.':':'. ('Yf	 L.__J
















READ AND PRINT LEADjL
CARD VALUES FOR THIS
TIME SLICE jNO J





STORE DATA FOR LEAST











p, COMPUTE LEAST SQUARES










' COMPUTE LEAST SQUARES



















COMPUTE HEAT LOSS IN
X ANY DIRECTIONS,
UNCORRECTED HEAT LOSS
















FOR $E1X-12%20%74-03:02 *:19 (+0)
MAIN PROGRAM
STORAGE USED: CODE(I) 003717: DATA(0) 073316) BLANK COMMON(2) Oo0000
T	 ^
EXTERNAL REFERENCES'(BLOCK+ NAME)
_QQO 3 EX I T
0004 CMERR
-	 _ 0005 NINTRS	
















STORAGE ASSIGNMEMT	 (BLOCK, TYPEv	 RELATIVE LOCATION,	 NAME)
0007 IOL__0001.50 0000 072335	 1000F DODO 072336 IOOIF 0000 072340 1002E 000 072341 10 3
0000 072343 f0o4F 0000 X73346 l0	 F 0000.X2350j00 f yDODO o73339F 0 Ol 001 ! l0	 i
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0001 0 240	 446 0001 60'41	 1 0 Ol OD 44 1^^	 G 000 Do IV 130L	 0 01 003005 137t6
0001 003017	 1377E 0001 000732	 140L 0001 003026 1404E 0001 003072	 1415E 0001 003076 14216
,`	 _OUP __ 0031 57"1 4B5G- - - 0001 0D3T7'1 176TG - -0^^1 -00320U -1 6^^-----000T0^0T93isdL--- 0 0-0 i ^-0032 0 6




n63Y"-ISW2G 060!'__ 000752_1 66L-' - '-.00101 - '0034-4 - i397-,_._OUpI^06356^1^606 __.._ 01101 ___ 063S 6
0001 V0354S	 1677G 0001 000757	 170L OOOI 003630 175L cool 001003	 190L 0001 000227 20L
000l 003632 2001 OAOn 07Z354 ZOOOF 0 -2 TF _ 0000'- ofo32F—_ 30-00 077- 00
0000 072564 2004F 0000 072624 2005E 0000 072634 2006F 0000 072444 2007F 0000 0726S4 2006F
0000 W07fti63	 09F 0000 - 072675--I-oTIfF'-"-' 000ZT- OTZjd4 20'fiF - 0000---- 07371"- 2 O`T2F- 0600- 07'F72 q--Vo1^F -. -
n000 072736 2n14F noon 072751	 2015F 0000 072770 2016F 0000 072777 2017F 0000 073010 2018F
^60I! C173LfJ	 2OI9F
	
_ (1006 __`073051 _ 2'0^ 0 --- 63000^^ 202TF ._ . ---_ 6-0 00_ `. 67,3104-r-2,310 -r-20-22F7 2	 _ -OD60 ._ Z O ZJF
0001 Oo1056 220E 0001 000243 221G 0001 000255 227E 0001 001075 230L 0001 000304 2366
Cool _ _ gOTIT	 24t5L. . " -oT - -- 17bC3	 -- cool 001121 -2 WE 0 _..__.0.W. 0 0034Z
0001 001126 260L 0001 000353 266G 0001 001152 2 8 0L 0001 000261	 30L 0001 000401 3006
0001 - QO 1 170 300E - - ... 400 1 0004	 3	 3669----- ` OOo T `W rt0 0 4 22-3 1 30'-_ 000T--ou l z	 TIOL - 660 1 -001267-740L -
0001 n01.363	 365L 0001 001424 370L 0001 001572 395L 0001 001614 400L  0000 073127 4001F
15000 073T35" 41f'Q2F DODO -073Sf5475037V ff001T [)71 i54' 4OV4F 013611	 ._073TS5 - 4005E OUb-i 0603
r3oal 000611'407G 0001 001653	 410L pool 000654 42 6 G 0001 002026 440L 0001 000717 44q6
__TOITF--IM T TT d_ , 6c; —ODTf	 OiT2267	 L_" . 0^__ DOZ2Z 7 _4VUL`_-OQT _ ^fQ4	 5oG_ . _ 0001--' 0 0 2Z91
nOol X02355 S1OL OUOt 001052 512G 0001 OO1070 5236 0001 002427 530L 0001 002453 S90L
0081 X02473 650L .- 	^ 71001 001 f769 ^560G- 0001 o02511-SbtlL- - 000T	 .__ OOT175 6666 0001 0025 i' 4-576L
cool 0025.57 575L 0001 10260,4	 SOOL 0001 002(,56 590L 0001 000502 60L 0001 001235 60OG
0001 ti02717 6nOL ' 0011 i Gt1276 F 610L 01OO 1 00 015 627E 0001 00303`7 630L 0001 Oo T352 -1,366
0001 003131	 640L 0001 vn1335 64IG nOol 003137 65UL 0001 001.352	 65IG Cool 003256 680L
3
w-:	 •!t+t^*rYrw.: r.:^-.,,+;5^,,r-, _..,,.	 -,+-r ,, :v ^ st^^«,n	






- nD01	 130-3270 690L




OOOI- 003404 7JOL	 0001 0-OTS-40 7326	 00-01	 001552 74UG___	 0007--001T+6FT456	 0001
	
001606 7566-
0601	 000555 ROL	 000.1	 003642 999L	 0000	 073210 99 99 F	 0000 R 072255 DIGK	 0000 R 072301 CESTOP






DO011 R 072304 TOE	 00	 lZ CO N& '-0f000 R 0722b'v  CP
r	 0000 R 072130 00	 0000 R 065224 ERR	 0000 R 072333 FAC 	 0000 1 072266 I
	
0000 1072245 151.
000) 1 072317 InD	 0000 1 072250 IEOF	 0000 1072311 IESTOP 	 0000 0 27rQ CESTRT
	 0000 1 07231-5-fEVNT
DODO I n72320 IGOO O	0000	 073247 INJPS	 0000 I 072273 IOPT _
	 0000 I 072263 IOPT1
	
0000 1 072305 `PAR
6066-i 072270 IX	 0000 1 042271 IY	 n000 1072314 IYUO	 0000 1 072321 11
	
0000 1072223 12 --
noon 1072325 13
	
0 000 1 072267 J	 0000 1 072247 JEQ	 0000 1 072327 11
	 0000 1 •072330 J?--
f^	 0000 1 072331 J3	 0000 1 07 252 LCDERR	 0000 1 072311 LINES 	 0000 1 0 7ZJ07 1TEMP	 O UO 1 07 22 	 LO N
0000 1 072334 M	 0000 1072272 N	 0000 1 072262 NCC	 0000
_1 072261 N CH S	 000 0 1` 072316 NN
0000 1' 072322 NN1 -	 OOQO t 072324 NN2 	 0000 1 072]26 NN3	 0000 1-0733&s NOTH ' 	0000 1	 2264 NPAR
r^,	 0000 1 072312 NPT	 DODO _I 072306 NSCN_
	
0000 1 000174 NTCH	 0000 1 072260 NTCLOC__0000 1 072277 NTME
X0000. 1 072246 NTSL
	
0000 1 072256 NX
	 0000 1072^NY	 000 R QA3OVF&iiOT	 00 0 R 02672 ODO MM
_	 ¢ R >t10t!! aX	 n000 R 0^5i16 QY	 0000 R 07. 2253 RHO	 0000 D 072207 SERR	 0000 0 072241 SIGMA
n	 0 0 0 2It 7 SLOP£
	 GOOD	 T M	 DOC111 0 072217  SU	 00011 0 0783zlSUKZ	 GOOD p 0722113 . 5ums
0010 0 02?>ES	 M;UM4	 0000 D 072227 SUMS	 0 0 072231 SUM&	 0000 0 0 738 33
 SUM 1 	0009 0 072235 SU
I	 EMP	 00	 0336Y2__TT 	 0
OOO
0	 07ZIJZ TI ME 	0006 R 00O U09 TI LEI
	 0080 R UOUDI N TITLZZ•
0900 R 033114 TMP	 0000 R 072275 TSTOP	 0000 R 07227M TSTRT	 0000 R 010130 WORD	 000) R 00)030 XX
000 -R 07213S YOD	 000 0001 12 YY00___A 072232 YY
r	 00100	 1•	 C	 PROGRAM THNSKN
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PROGTMMER - JACK "M ia"Y E. LOCKHEED EST 105 CO.	 00 000
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CESTOP - COMMAND EVE NT CHANNEL STOP LEVEL INPUT (FLOATING POINT) 	 000000	 Q
	
_C	 CE-STRT- COM-irAND EVENT-fHANNEL STK$Ff LEVEL
- Mli-r (-FLOATTNG POTNTT- -"	 00 00
0010.)	 22•	 C	 CON12- RHO • CP / 12.
	 000000U0100	 "^_
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OOlOA	 32•	 C	 IESTOP - COPMAND EVENT CHANNEL STOP LEVEL (FIXED POINT)




IEVNT	 CURRENT CO M MAND EVENT CHANNEL VALUE	 000000
00100	 '_3S*__
	
t	 IGOOD - Winn = 1 INDIC A TES *HEN THE FIRST SET OF 3 GOOD THERMO 	 000000
n0100 _ 36*,iC_ 	 _ _- COUPLES IN A NOW OR COLUMN HAS BEEN FOUND IN LOGIC FOR _ _^, 	 000000
00!00	 37•	 f	 COMPUTING Q  OR QY	 000000
00100	 3R•	 C	 )OPT	 RUN CONTROLLED BY 0 - START-STOP TIMES 	 __.. 000000- -
0010n	 39•	 C	 I	 COmMANO CHANNEL EVENTS	 -	 000000





001-On	 41•	 C	 )PAR	 - 'PARITY ERROR RECORD COUNTER	 000000
00100	 920	 C	 IX	 _- X-CnOR-DINATE OF THERMOCOUPLE BEING DEFINED BY CHANNEL NO.000000
r-	 001On
	
430	 C	 IY	 - Y-COORDINATE OF THERMOCOUPLE BE'1NG DEFINED BY CHANNEL NO.
Onion
-
,- 44!t I, YDD	 - THE Y COORDINATE INDEX JUST PRIOR TO THE CHANGE IN	 _ 00000 0
-	 - -	 ---	
- _.	 _	 - ___.	 - --	
---- -





460	 C	 11.912913 - THE INDICES FOR 3 SUCCESSIVE (BUT NOT NECESSARILY	 _000000
00100	 47•	 C	 ADJACENTI LOCATIONS OF GOOD THERMOC OUPLES IN THE X	 000000
00100 	 480	 C	 IRECTION_	 000000
OD10n'	 490	 C	 J	 USED TO DESIGNATE COORDINATES IN Y-DIRECTION	
_	
000000
00100	 50•	 C	 J19J2,J3 - SAME AS I1.12oI3 BUT IN Y DIRECTIO N _	 000000
O6I00	 51•	 {	 —LCDERR - LEAD CARD ERROR INDICATOR	 000000
-	 Onion	 520	 tl LINES - LINE COUNTER FOR PAGE EJECT CONTROL 	 _	 000000
OaIOQ	 S3^	 C	 L.TEMP	 NUMBER OF LINES REQUIRED FOR ONE NX X NY ARRAY	 000000
00.100	 540	 C	 LUIN	 - LOGICAL UNIT FOR INPUT TAPE 	 000000
00100	 550	 C	 NC	 - THE MAXIMUM NUMBER OF CHANNELS THE INPUT TAPE MAY HAVE 	 000000
Onion _ S6•	 C _. NCC	 - NUMBER OF COMMAND CHANNEL 	 000000_
00100
	
57•	 C	 _WC HS	 - NUr, BER—nF CHANNELS ON TAPE 
	
000000
-	 00100	 SA*	 C	 NL%	 - THE MAXIMUM NUMBER OF SCANS FOR WHICH LEAST SQUARES	 000000_
Gofon
__ 	
59•	 C 	 COMpUTAT1ONS MAY eE DONE_
	 _	 000000




	 C	 NNI,MF)2.NIJ3 - CHANNEL NUMBERS OF THREE SUCCESSIVE GOOD THERMO 	 000000













65•	 C: - NPAR	 - MAXIMUM PE'RRISSIBLE NUMBER OF PARITY ERRORS PER TIME	 000000
00100	 660	 C	 SLICE	 000000
-Onion	 670	 C	 NPT -^' NUMBER Of PniNI '^ &- USED IN THE CURVE	 T	 00000
00100_
	
6F•	 C	 NSCN	 - NUMBER OF SCANS OF DATA PROCESSED IN THE CURRENT TIME _- -^ 	 _000000
00100
	
69s- 	 -.	 SLICE _	 ---	
_	 000000
00100	 700	 CNTCH	 - ARRAY OF THERMOCOUPLE CHANNEL NUMBERS 	 000000	 ftj
00100	 71•	 •C_.-__ NTCLOC - TOTAL NUMBER OF THERMOCOUPLE LOCATIONS (NX i NY) 	 ----000000 - -	 -
00100	 72•	 C	 NTME	 - NUMBER OF POINTS RE QUESTED FOR CURVE FIT_	 _ _  	 000000
00100	 73•	 C	 NTSL' - NUMR OF^TIME^L ICE F'ROCESSEO - 	LL	 000000





- NUMBER - OF T-COW INAT£ LOCATIONS
	 -	 - - - 000000
0010076 0	C	 GDOT
	
-USED FOR MEAN HEATING RATE AND LEAST SQUARES HEATING RATE AT 	 000000	 b
0IffM	
_. l7i ._._ __C _. . .	 OTFrtRENT TIME4
	 _..	 _.--_.._ ..	 -__	 00000
00100	 790	 C	 QDOTMM	 THE SUMS (OR AV E RAGSS) OF THE QDOT VALUES FOR NTSL TIME 	 000000
HMO- 4 10•	  __---	 SLICTSS _ --• '_ _-----_- -_- - __ . -- _	 000000_.
00100	 80•	 C	 QX	 MEAN LATERAL HEAT LOSSIN X DIRECTIO N	00000
001 Qd-..._ 81 • _ -	 Q 1 ME71H {ATE7tAL HE A T LOSS IN Y DIR'ECTIOR	 _	 --	 00u006"
00100	 820
	
C	 RHO	 -'MASS DENSITY nF TEST MATERIAL (LBMIFT**3) 	 000000
OnI00	 e 3•	
_C._ _ . _3ERR
	
- STANDARD ERROR QF -THE SLOPE 	 _	 --_ OOODOII_ _.-
;OOIGD	 840	 C	 SIGMA	 STANDARD DIVIATION SIGMA	 00000 0
	
"tint n	 85+	 -C	 SLOP 
-..LE	 SQUAB SLOPE O M TIN—,.G RA ^	 -000000 ^.
00100
	






SUM X(I)*Y(I)'' 	 000000 .
00100
	
88•	 C	 SUM2	 - sum X(L).	 000000 .
OOlOO
	
890	 C	 SUMS	 - SUN Y(I)	 000000
OOIOn
	










—00100'... _ 92•  _- fSti^i XTTl^2__
OOInh 93• -	 SU147	 -	 SUM	 X(I)	 •	 SUM	 Y(I) 000000
r 00100 !4• C	 SITMB J - MPT`i
-SQr^'^ SUMb
	
..	 __	 -_____--- 000000
00100 950 C	 TEMP	 - TE N P(	 r1)	 CONTAINS SUMMED	 (OR AVERAGED)	 TEMPERATURES 000000
06100 _. -,:9 -4 i^ 	 _ _-- ___ .____ _ _TEMPI-;	 COAI^TRS TfTE TEMPEIFATu7FE5 -FOR SCIfA ► -:	 - - --- y .00000





._ , - _ 	 __
00106- " 98:•^
--C 	 TEf:P (`--; 4) CONTAINS TRH TEMPERATURE^Fdk- SCAN - NSEN	 T 00000'
00100 99• C	 TEMPI	 9 5)	 CONTAINS THE TEMPERATURES FOR SCAN NSCN 000000
( 00100
_





- TIME(1)	 IS	 THE F IRSTT TIME	 IN THE TOME SLICE 000000	 1
00100 1030 C	 TIME(2)	 15 THE LAST	 TIME 
I
N THE TIME SLICE 000000
00100 IOV!'" C	 TIME( 31' IS THE -LAST 
_ 
TIME READ FROM -')`A;r---'_-	 —	 -- ' "-^--	 000000
00100 105• C	 TITLEI	 - 1ST TITLE CARD 000000
00100 106• C	 TITLE2 - ZNV TITLE CARD	
A
000000




C	 TSTOP	 COMPUTATION L STOP TIME Y000000





-- 60-160 "-I10• -'FORC	 NORD I9PUT- TEMP-EWTUFFE VALUESTAB OUTPUT. 000000	 a-
00100 111• C	 XX	 - X-COORDINATE LOCAT I ONS	 (INCHES) 000000
00100
_
1120 C	 YDD	 — THE Y COORD NNATESOF J- uR<TtON POINT	 B	 WEEN THE TWO 00000










C	 Y 	 - Y-COORDINATE LOCATIONS	 (INCHES)	 --
`
000000
- 00100 1150 C _ 000000
00101 116• PARAMETER NC=260rNL9-50 000000
00101 1170 C 000000
l
00103 Ilse ° DIMENSION TITLEI(12). - TI LT E2(12 r XX 80 • TYT301r NTCHI Ord- 00000
00104 111* DIMENSION	 TEMP(NCr6)rWORD(50)yQXt50r50)rQY(SDr50)rQDOTI 50r50) 000001
OQ105 '120•
_
DIMENSION	 9DOTMMI50r301rT3M(NLS)rTMr(NCrNLS)rERR(Or50)rDD(2^ ' 000001
1	 00106 121 0 DIMENSION	 TIME13)'YDD(50) 000001









SLO- EP—i 51GMAr S€ 000001
00107 125• C OLPOOI	 --ObTi	 .-o _	 26• DATA 1BL TSH	 /. NTSL 7(7^r JET /3MJ •^.^_. 11uT0/ _	 _	 .. OOOOo^ 
00115 1270 DATA LUIN/B/ 000001661T^_."^"i2e:__—^-
-_
	 --- -
.	 _.	 _	 __ _
	 .^ _ _-	 _	 __^	 __	
-	 -	
r _ - 000001




_	 -	 —	 —_	
_.. —	 00000
00115 131• C	 READ TITLE CARDS 000001
00fiZ ° -73^• - ___	 _	 iTEAO	 fS;IDDCr1TITLEC ___	 _	 _._	 _-	 _._----.-_-	 _____^_- _.___ 0000- 33-^`-
001-22 1330 READ	 (5,1000)TITLE2 000011
MZS " 7i^-i	 _" - Tb i2WMTTITLE1-	TTLE2_
	 _	 _. - _	 _	 _.. _ _._ ___- _ _	 -__-	 _._._._
-_`	 WR'I'TE	 T .00 a 0
00125 1350 C	 READ CONSTANTS 000021
•
LZDE_=-n _ `_. _-^__	 _ _.	 _.^,__._ 00003
00132 1370 READ	 (SrI001)RHOrCPrB1GKPDDrNXrNY 000035
tf0f9'f- _`l	 ^	 -^ - WRITE ( 612001 ) RI40 - ffOMK-ID6-TIXr (VY__-- --	 _ _^_.. ._	 __ ^_. _ .._ _- OOD053—
00152 1390 NTCLQC s NX • NY 000071	 {'
"go-m:r	 "`T Ituo TF-(NTCLOC. GT.3.AfI"- 1VX-96T 3:0RONT.GE 3 1. AND.N)( . CE_.TSO..A	 .
00.153 I4l• .)	 GO TO 10  000074
Qp T55`.-. ^_ :_^. yIR CTF [ 6 0O13TT`
00157 143• LCDERR	 :	 I 000145
QQTST_. _-__ 1-11`40_.	 _ -C
	
READ 'TAPE	 TNFORMATTATt 	 _	 _..	 __._	 __.__	 _	 -. _ . __.000T45
00160 1456 to	 READ(591.002)	 NCHS9NCCpIOPTIrNPARrNOTH  000150
r 0 01X7"" '746 • READ73'1OOHT. I	
_ _0 OOVI61	 ..




00774	 148•	 IF ( IOPTI . NE•0) IOPTI
	 I000175
00176	 1490	 WRITE ( 6,2002) NeHS ; NCC,IOPTI , NPAR,NOTH
	 -	 600201
00205
	 1500	 IF (NCHS -(NC-11) 20,20,	 000213
00210	 1510	 LCPERR	 1	 000217
00211	 1520	 WRITE (694OP3)	
00022700213	 1S30	 l	 20 CONTINUE
00214_	 IS4•	 IF (DD(2)) 309301	 Q0023000217	 255•	 READ (5.10057(YDDtI)91=1 N X)	 00023 
002_25	 I560	 WRITE (6, 2O'19)(YDD(I ) ,I = 1,NX)	 00024.600233	 157• 	 30 CONTINUE  	 _ _	 _ _.— _— _	 -- ---_ .. ------ . --00261
00213	 154 9
	C	 READ x AND Y COORDINATE LOCATIONS
	 000261
00234	 1590	 READ 15,IA05^'11X%111.1 n(^ X) 	 000261
00242	 1600	 READ 15 i 100 5 )IYYIJ ► I J'I,NY)	 _	 000307
00250
	 16I•	 WRITE (6f20OS)(XXI1)-I n 1,NX)	 000321
00256	 162•	 WRITE (692006)(YY(J)9J n 19NY)
	 0 0333	 --
^.	 00256	 165•	 C	 READ THE KMOCOUPLE CHANNEL NUMBER AND
	
—	 DOD33
00256-	 1640	 C	 CORRESPONDING X-Y COO RDINATES_
	 000333
D02i4	 165•	 READ (5. 1 0 07 1IIX,TY.NTCH ( IX,IY),N*1,NTtlOC)
	 0003%5
C	 OD274	 1660	 WRITE(6,1007)	 000365








^00305	 1 680	 _DO 4D I•l,Nx	 _
:0310	 169*	 WRITE





	 C	 READ STA T STOP TIMES 0R EVENT LEVELS
	 000432
00321








	 173:	 GO TO (s^,60),-I OP{ 	 000435
00323`	 174•	 50 READ (591 0 0 3 ,ENOs690)TSTRT,TSTOP,STATME,NTME
	 000445
00331
	 175•	 r(NTSL.GT.0) WRITE(692021)
	 000456
	
ull 0033417b•	 WRITE (6, 2 00 3)TS TR T,TS TORiSTAT ME#NT ME
---	
000467^	 ^— _ _
	 —( 0034t	 177•	 ^ '— GO TO 70~
	 0500
00343










00354	 ISO•	 _	 WRITE 16 92 0 04 )CESTRT,CESTOP , STATME,^NTME
	 000524
00362
	 181:	 70 IF INTME,LE.riL5) GO TO 80 	 —V	
_	 Y	 000536
00364	 1820	 i . NLS- 0 00S 842
 
_•—	 2i	 - _ _ _.	 54
	
365	 1831	 -	 WRITE 16,400i`.___...^...._ 000544
00370	 184•	 LCDERR n 1 000552
-	 0037 ( .... ley •	 80 CDNT I NU'E 	 _	 __. ___ ._.	 __ —._.	 _>	 _	
_00055 —	 = --
00372	 1860	 IF (LCDERR) 9030
	 000555 _
	










1896_._	 C	 .._. 	 ....   
00375	 190•	 CONE
	
n RHO • CP /24.000557






_ 193 _. 	 . _.._. 
0
004 p 1	 194•	 NSCN n 0	 OOD573
00402 _ I45+
	 LTEMP =1(NY +9 ) / IO) • )3X + 5 	 000574
004(13	 1960	 DO 90 1-19NCH5	 000611(10406	 I'q7•
	
00, 90 J=2,5	 __	 __	 000611
00411	 19 80. 	 90 TEMP1I,J) n n•	 0006110041-)( -I 94'i-- OOD616.
00415
	 200•	 IESTOP : CESTOP	 000625
00416	 2010
	 NPT = 0 000$34
00417
	 202•	 LINES : 1000	 „.	 0006350042!3	 2030`	 1YDD s ).Y • 1	 000637







00429 205• _ 1	 a	 NY	 -	 l 000645
00425
_206 OO^IQO J =
	 tr	 I 000650
00430 207* __ IFIYY(J').LE-YDD(I).AND.YY(J+1).GT.YDD(I))
	 IYDD	 a	 J 000654







T10 CONTINUE 00067700435 23'Oi TIMElI1.= T1HEt31 __--- 	 --	 -	 - - -. _T _ - - _--^ ^_ __^-	 - -000677
00436 211♦
-
IF	 (NTSL-1)	 91SOil5n 00.070000436 .2._.._.__.-' _,_ Z ^_ - 	 -	 ..._—._—.–.	 _.	 ----- –	 _	 _	 ____-----____–- 000700





00070000'136 214r C 000700




2170 130 WRITE 16940041
•__ . 0 0072400453 - 218• --- - - -	 ^_-_^- -	 --	 ----GO TO	 120 000739
f	 00454 211* 140 WRITE	 (6.40n51LUI.N
. 00073200457 220• .__ -	 - --	 ---- ----120F a 1	 — --	 000737
00460 221• 60 TO 400 00074100461 222• 150 CONTINUE	 -,— _ 	 ___	 -_.____.._ 	 _.. -__-__	 _ -._	 0007'73
_00M 62 223• 60	 TO	 11609170)rIOPT 000793
00463 -224• 160 IF	 (TIME 11)ZTSTRT)'120r19Q919-0 000752
00466 225• 170 IEVNT a, TEMPINCC96)
	
+ 095 000757
60467 226* IF	 (IEVNT-(lESTRT+DT-T-8 67 1190;120 - 000770
.	 00472
_	
227♦ 180 IF	 (fEVNT-(IESTRT-2))
	 12 0 r190r190 000775OOM72 228• -^ [ _STARTING TIME FO1146 0007> _^-
00475 229• 190 00	 200	 I	 19NCHS 001003
..TEMPT1ifi a	 TEMP(Irbi	 -	 -	 _	 _	 _ ._ _.._ _._ _._. 	 _ _DOm°_•-.». - _-
ODSOI 231• 200
--
TEMP(192)	 a	 TEMP(job) OOlD1l00503 2320 -^ _TYMEf21TIMEtjj ,—.._-..	 ^_.- - - -_ - 00101'(. 4
OOSO4 233* _ NSCN = 1_ 00101•
00505( 234* LF(NTME.LE.2.OR.TIME(1)9LT.STATMEI
	 GO TO	 330 001020
00507 23S*
-
NPT a NPT +	 I 00103500510 236* ___ T I M INP	 1	 a	 T I?'? (l) 001040 -






	 9 -'Y	 PIIr61	 -- 001052
_ OOSI6 239* GO TO 3.30 001054 j










[PAR a	 I P AR	 +	 1
__-. 0 0 107500$31 244* -- —.---- --. __ .---_._.—._.^WRITE 1 b 9400'1) 	 --^-.- ----_.-.__... _. 001077 
00533
-
245* IF	 (IPAR-NPAR)	 220;2209730 001104 ',00536 '2 y 6i` " 240 CONTINUE 001112
00537 247* GO	 TO	 (250r260)r10PT 00!11200540 24'36' _ - 250 IF	 (TIME(31-T5TOR1 001121
_ 




OOS47 251* 270 IF	 (TEVFIT-(IESTOP-2)) 	 280;4009400 001144
'6-69 %Y- - 2^S20	 -„ 2B0 TIMEI2f	 il	 fi7'ME11)	 __	 __	 _.___	 .-	 _--_.__..----..__-.._	 _	 _.-_..__	 _4001 152OD553 253*- NSCN a FISCN	 +	 I 001153_ IF	 (N5'C^)=ZT	 300: 3(ft) -"""_.._._.	 . _< _	 _..	 001I56_ --	 ^
-00557
-
255 • DO	 290	 1219'`ICM5 001,1650053 ZS6*	 - -- q0 TEMP (I F 3 ) = TENP ( I .6 T 00116 5.00564 257+
-
300 CONTINIIF 0011700053 .. DO	 310	 I = 19^'CHS - _	 _ 001170 - -
-0057n
-
259* TEMP'(I.4)	 a	 TEMPd195) 00!'175
	 'OCfSTI ...2AI►^ -. TFMPTTrSO	 = TEMP(1 :b) 	_
00572 261*
_.._31_0 TEMP(1 rl )	 2	 TEtIP(l 9I)	 +	 TEMP(1 96) 001200
^ ,J
,...^	 .. .:._:..	 _.."'
















p057b 2630 _.	 _-.	 _NPT n NPT +	 ) ___	 __-	 _'	 _	 .-- -.--__	 ._ .-.___ 00!2.2.2	 jQ0577^. 264• DO_320 Ii19 N CH5 _ 001225
00602 265• 320	 TMP(1 9 NPT)	 :	 TEMP(196) 001235
00604 _	 266+
-
TIM(NPT)	 -	 TIME(2) 00123700605 76J0 µ330 CONT INUE 001292	 •-	 -	 -
00606
-,_ 2680_ __.._ -_-- _ 	 ,IF(NRTH)	 9	 9365 00124260 -ii269• IF	 (LINES+LTEMP-551	 3409340
	 - 001299
00614 27n• WRITE	 (692000)TITLEI9TITLE2
-
001251
_	 t3062p 2710 --	 - -	 -LTNE4 : 3 --	 --- _ 001251	 —00621 2720 340 CONT_INUF 00126700622
'
2731





WRI TE(6r2023)	 (JE Q9 J9J=1:NY)
. ^. _.. _^ _—,_._.. 001303.
.00634 - 2750 LINES n LINES + LTEMP ,—_	 __	
-001323
_ 00635 276• DO 360 l o t rN1(	
---
00133500640 277•




NN n NT CH(1 9 J 1
 
00133500644 2790 350 WORD(J)	 = TEMP (NN,6(
001 336
'	 00646_-•-__280+- -, _ _WRITE	 (692010)1q(Htl(JRD(J)9Jnl,NY) 00134200655 2410 366 CONTINUE 00136300 657 2829 - 365 CONTI NUE
	 _ -	 -_
-	 ---
001363
00657 2830 C 001363
.	 00657 2814+ C_ DO ERROR	 ANALYSIS	 IF	 v NTME'+	 POINTS HAVE REEN 54VED 001363
00657 2850 C 001363
-	 00660
 2860 ,IF(NTME.LE.2.OR.NPT.LT .NTME)	 60 TO 220 00136300662 2870 IF	 (LINES+ 2 0 LTEMP-591	 37093709 001400
-
00665- 2880 LINES = 3 001406
I10166 2890 WRITE	 (hs2000 ) TITLEloTITLE2	 -^ 001910^	 006722900 370
	










-CALLERRFIT(53951'0	 :. ODl9ht00700 2930 C- -
00700 _ 294• C OUTPUT HEATING RATE
- - QDOT	 AND PERCENT
-- - -	 - -	 -- - -
ERROR - ERR 00184200707 2950 
0
C 00199200701 2960 -
'
WRIT E(6920121 00144500703 2970 - -----
	
-- 
-( -_ _ _..__	 -.-_6 2WRITE(b9231	 JEQ9J +J_ 0lrNY) 00145200712 298* DO 380I=19Nx 
 --	
_001505.WRITE	 (69201n)I%(QDOT(19JI.9J=I9NY1 T	 001505





00152400726 3010 - _____WRITE	 -(692016) --	 _^ 00152400730 3020 WRITE(692023) 	 (JEQt;)9J=19NY)
_._00153100737 3030 DO 390	 I = 1 9Nx	 - --	 _ -___. -___ -	 00155200792 -- 3040
--




- .__._^ DO	 396	 t	 =	 19	 NCHS 00160600264
-196	 Pl	 911	 : TM`PZ	 rNPT) 0 01 60600762•. 310 0
	,-__.- ._
NPT a 1 00161000.763 `31 I.0 _-^90- 0 X26 001612_	 _- _
,00763 3120 C 001.61276` 130 C TH-E -TTt -F - 5C10E NAS PEEN C6t1PLETED OR AN E.'n-"b	 FT EREN000NTERl17- "-	
-0016 Zu







	 - 00161400767 3170 IF	 (LI.NF_S + 2*LTEMP-B9)	 41D99 -	 - -0016. -31
_
-° 00772 3180 WRITE	 (A92n00)TITLEI9TITLE2
-.__.._	 _.._	 ..._ 
	 _..,_ 001637_.
- a
a	 00776	 3190	 410 CONTINUE







_ 01004	 321• _	 !F (NPT.LT .NTME) WRITE (6,2017)
	 001664
01004	 322•-	 C	 00166401004	 3230	 C	 COMPUTE AND PRINT LEAST S QUARES HEATING RATE (ODOT) AND PERCENT
	 00166401004 ^3296 y C	 ERROR (ERR)	 -	 --_	 - -.	 --	 ^.--664 --	 -
010137-




oouol01012	 32710	 WRITE(692023) (JEQrJrJslr14Y) 	 001706
01021
	 328•	 DO 420 I01914X 00174101024
	 329•	 WRITE (6.20IO)Ir(QOOT(I#J).rJa1rNY)	 0017410103	 330•	 420 CONTINUE	 001760
01035	 3310
	 WRITE (6#7016)	 001760
	
- - 61037-	 --	 _ .	 -_ - -	 ^._ ._ _ _-0 	 332•	 WRITE(6.2023) (JEQr Jr- -Js'1rNY)
	
-	 1301765
01046	 333•	 DO 430 I=1rNX	 002006
-01051	 33ok•	 WRITE l6r 0 0 )Ir(ERR I,J oJsIrNY	 00200601060	 33S•	 430 CONTINUE	 `	
_ 002026011360
	 336•	 C	 X00202601062
	 337•	 440 CONTINUE	 002026131067




	 339•	 NTSL n NTSL • 1	 002133101067
	
34A•	 LINES - 1000	 00204501070	 341•	 WRITE (6.2000)TITLEI.TITLE2
	 002047.-- f_8 --- ---	 - 07	 3^i2•	 WRITE (6r20 )NSCNrTIMEt 11 rTIHET2)
	 --	 002064
OTIOI	 343•	 WRITE(6r2023) (JEQrJrJz1rNY)
	 00207401110'- 344•	 0 460 I s r+X
-
 -	
— - -	 00212201113	 34S•	 00 450 J 8 1 r PIY 1302122
	
X01116	 348•	 NN s 'NTG
	
rJ)	 --- 00212201117	 347+	 TEMPINN,11 n TEMP(NNrI) / NSCN	 130212301120	 348s	 450 WORD(J) a"TEMP(NNr1)
	






	 250•	 .460 CONTINUE
	
002127
002!5501131	 3S1•	 C	 002155Qljo-
 352•	 C	 PROCESS CAT RAL HEAT LOS IN 
-D RECTION :(EQU TI N 3	 0021S01131	 3539	 C	 0021550!133 354 0
	'•D'0 47[) -1'I;NX 002155




_01141 T 356•	 OX)1rJj :_^;	 002!55-____^	
--- 1302155
01142	 357•	 QY(I:J)	 0•
	
^0-C14j -- •	 70 Q oT(I 	 002155
01146	 359•	 IF (NX-2) 530x530.
	 002164	 -	 ^y01151	 360
	 -'	 IDD s 1	 _	 -.	 _002170	 —01152	 3619




	 IF(J.GT.IYDD) IDp s'2	 002)75002176.01160 .
	364•	 11	 p _^.__	 -	 -	 --	 -	 --	 •	 0022050116.1
	 36S• 480 I1 s I1 * 1
---	 0 0220766•01162	 3	 ^w_ - IF (i1+7-NX1__. .-_.__ 	 Q
	






	 r. _ _._	
--	
-^ . . __._	








011 73 	 371+	 IF (I2 1-NX)	 00122T•	 x ..510
	 002231OTT73 - .`3Tx« __- -_. .NN2 = NTCFf( LIrJT	 _- _ __. .._	 ^. _..	 _-
--- 00 335.01177	 3730	 IF (NN2) 490.4909










_..-	 _	 _	 ._.	
_-_.	 ----	
002251 ^. ..-
-012_1,T1 378* IF	 (NN3)	 500:500 9 002254
.:01213 379• (GOOD = IG000 r j- 002262
01214 380* _ Q1( 1f7.^.J1	 s_ CONVI
	
•	 ODtID_D)	 /	 (XX(13)	 -	 XX ( Il )) 	 •	 ( ( TEMP(NN2 9 11 _-
OD2264
002267n121y 3d1• TEM?LN^ll.t))	 /	 t9CxfI21'. xXt1i 1 1	 -	 tTE'MP(NN3,1)	 -	 -
—002267
1	 01214	 ._ 3820 .	 TEMP(NN2,.)_)t/.:tXXSI3I







01216„ . 384• IFIIGOOD.EQ•11	 QX(I19J)	 QX(12sJ)
002322
z	 01220 -38S* IF	 (13-NX)	 9510,510	 - 002323
8122'] -- 386* NNE	 NN2 002337
01224 ^^7• NN2 n NN3	 - - 002343
-01225 388* I1	 12 002345UIT26 - -36!• - -- - -__ - 	 --- -I2- - ^ I3  00234)
01227 39de GO TO 500 002351
ti	 D1230 391* 510 CONTINUE 0023S f
01232 312• WRI TE 	(6920 09) 002356
01234 ]9]• wRITEt692023)	 (JE(^9JaJ*IrNY) 002356 n
tS	 )	 0121 3 394• 00 520	 )w19NX
002363
Oft MRFTf	 (6-.2bTO1I.(pXi
	 rJ	 rJ=19NYj	 --	 ---	 - -  002407 
01255 396• 520 CON TINUE 002407






012S7 3980 C 002427
y
01257 319* C LARAL HEAT LOSS i.N.Y-DIR_NECTIO	
-- —








	---	 - '_	 -"- -	 --	
-
002427
01263 402* DO	 610	 I n 19NX 002427
01266 403• IGDOD	 0 002446
01267 404* IDD . ! 002446 r
-01270 h05• J 1 _.-a _ .	 - --- -- - -----	 _ 002447







IF (NN1) 54Dr5409 0 246
01301. 410+ J2 = JI 002466
01302 4l I • -' _ 55p J2 • JZ * 1
	 —___--	 -
002470
01303 412* IF	 (J2 ♦ l- NY)'
	99610
002473
01306 M i 3 ♦ -- - NN2




_ 03307 414* IF	 (NN2)	 550:5509 002501




- -- -OJ]14 416•-4 170 560 J3 a J3 +	 1.._-	 _..	 __t_	 -_	 __1F -(J3-NY1	 9961.0	 - --._.._ .__. __.___ -	 ^	 --
_
--
01317 y1!!* NN3 . NTCH(IrJ3) 0025.15 3






013 23 420* IGOOD a 16000 ♦ 	 ) 00252
i 0 l324 421* ---_ IF fJ2-l_YODT-95809570
	
___	 _	 _-_ 002527.




--^0!335 4290 IF	 (J1-IYDD)	 5909590+ 002544 . 361340' .._ - y25i` 1DD '0	 2,	 __..	 _	 _-	 ^_.	 -	 _	 _	 __.__....	 _ _- 002550
}: 01341 426 • 5 75
-
QY( I:J2)	 •	 CON24
	
•	 DD(IDD)	 /	 (YY(J3)








-- 'TFNP(NNI Ti }-/-	 --9	 (YYTJ2T	 YY(J!F) =(TEMP(NN3:l	 - -_ 00255. "--
-01X342_._ 42?0 960-	 - -	








A l 344 432* QY(19J21'^ CON24
	
s	 p ti(11	 /	 6YY (J 3) -YY(JI)_J_	 N2((TEMPIN 9 1)	 ^ D02614-_002_61 S'__-.. _	 •'
=;01344 432• •'. TEMP(NNI,tII
	 /	 (YY(J2)- YY( J1))	 -	 D D( 2 1• (TEMP(NN3 9 1.1	 - 002615-
01344 _ q ^3 • 
-^, TEMP'(NN291)}	 /	 IDD l 2>^(YYD	 -	 YY(J2))	 •	 DD(11 • (YY(J3 )
-	
--,.__	._._  00261501344 - 434♦ - YYDT-1 f_- . _
	
-.	 ..	 -.	 -_	 __. __.
00261501345 435•
----




•	 OD(2 )	/	 (Y Y (J3)-YY(Ji))
	 •	 ( OD ( 1)*ITEMP(NN291)	
-
002656
UO265701 34 7 - -- -4Ji ^....__-	 -
-TE14PNN,1	 fT)' T -(Dp( 2`) i1YYb'- YY- ( TT) • dDTI )• 1 y y (JZ 1-	 .. 0026501347 439• YYD))
	
-	 (TEMP(NN3 9 1)	 -	 TEMP(NN2 9 1)1	 /	 (TY(J3)-YY(J2))) 002657Od'350 440• 6^0
	 QY(IrJ31	 WYll9J2'1 002717





J1 n J2 -- 0027S36136( 4460 J2 -a J3	 _ 0027SS01362 qq7 ♦ 60 TO 560 00275701363 41480 610 CONTINUE
01365
-
g490 WRITE 14920111 00276207-5^7--^s^0^ — --°-BFI- TETi ^ 76	 J Q r J • J^ Cr-TQ`Y:1: ^ 	 - -	 - -^
- 
01376 461' DO	 620	 I n I,NX
00	
1003017i520 wR t
	 6-	 lTQ-Y TTi J^i-a 1 14 Y-1
011110 gS3A 620 CONTINUE Qt00003037oI g I2
	^ ) 4540 630 CONTINUE 00303 701412 455+ C 003037
^ 0141 4560 - ^L COMPU"f E . Q	 ARRAY ERR S 5f-0
-
	IF QX AND QY N
	 9	 H ZERO 00303
t	 s	 01412 qS7• C 003037• ^F	 ^	 E	 -	 ME	 T--4	 _[	 1	 N 0 
Ot g i q 1590 00 630	 I=19NX UJ3072 
60• . 001420 46,t• DO 650 J810Y 003076V7 0 ♦ ` ^F (J
	
- ._—




IF	 (NN)	 65096S0r 0031119	 r	 E	 •	 -	 •	 -O1 g32 467• .	 TEMP(YN•31) 0031,14OI q33 IV640 IF-(	 r	 •^	 ---- - 0001 436 gb9• : Y(I.J)l	 6140966960IF	 (Q	 0	 4 003126
-01 g 42 471• QDOT(19J)	 a	 ERR(IrJ)	 +	 Q X( IrJ I	+	 QY(I.J)--
0
003131
,. • -rKW 	 -,^+ "Q-D3TTT,JT060•	 - QUDTTfF( rI 00
-








l ,-	 - -MY 6 617 -
 ) s	 19)(  D	 r`^ClWRITE	 (692010)I,(ERR(I,Jl#JwI.NY) 003171 G3q 0 660 CONTINUE
	 —
01474 1179• WRITE	 (6920.121 003210)(76_^- 130 • WA1TE ( 6;	 SY	 Y 267 -- ( JE	 .J9Tf , N-3
01505
- g8(• ^.__ _	
_
DO	 670	 I=1rNX 00	 100321 m615 10 g ORITE' - C3iZOIO1Ii ( 06bTTI9JTiJsli '(VyT_ 	 __	 _ -__	 --
'.01517 g830' 670 CONTINUE 00
* 015'£3 —^4.0 I€ (1EOFTs9^9_0^ ^- _--- 	 _	 --	 — -- 003,256 _-
01524 485•
- -	
GO	 TO	 (SD,60),IOPT 0032S400326001 -'g^ai _" c	 "- __	 _	 .  -_ --
01524 1#87• C	 COMPUTE AND PRINT MEANS OF MEAN HEATING RATES* 003260







01532 491_+_ "WR i Tf	 16 r3__040 IN T5i_
_
005-30^
01535 4920 WRITE16.2023)	 (JEQ.J}J=1.NY) 003317









= QDOTMM(I.J)	 / NTSL 003354	 -01557 497• WRITE	 (6r 20101I.(QDO TMM(rJ)rJ=1•NY)
	 -- 003357
OIS46 491• 710 CONTINUE 003401






1	 730 CALL CMERR 003404
_ 01571
_ 5020 ^ C 00340401571 503
_	
_	 - - -	 ---t	 FORMAT S	 N NT5 _
'00]404
01571 501. C 003404	 ;








01574 50le '1 .002 FORMA	 C	 5	 --- 00349 7
OIS7S SO/s 1003 FORMAT43F10.3.I5) 00340701374	— 0^i i^M FORMATTFT0 :0sF iT^1- - —	 - 00340 7
DIS77 SIA• 1005 FORMAT	 (SF10.3) 003407
- 01600 511*
_
1007	 FORMAT	 (	 213rI41) 00 40





__2000 FORMA	 tlHl	 I6Xr12A^t6Xr12A6.1- 00 40
01603 514. 2001	 FORMATl1HOrI5X9 9 MASS DENSITY	 OF	 TEST MATERIAL	 (RHO) = t,F12.4 oo3yp7
01603 515• .	 rSXr'SpEC FIC HEAT OF - TEST MATER rAL	 C I ^^rF12.4 00340
01603 S16e /	 16Xr'THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY
	 (816K) w 9 9 F12.4 00340701603 S17s .	 rSX9#THIC NES	 OF TEST MATERIAL
	 (D	 ) mf ,FI2. q 003,407(n 01603




a4 .F12.4 003402(	 01603 1 .^ _	 r Xr'NUMb-EiF 0 -X=C_6_0_A'U_NATES
	 1 0r •	 12 00340 7
f-1'01603 5200 ^_ _.	 _ -^ .	 /	 16Xr • NUMRER OF Y-COORDINATES	 INY)
_- _
wr r112 003407
-61p.., 0- 6 .2 _ / i	 :-	 -- --- o
-
01604 522• 2002 FORMAT(	 16Xt'NUMBER OF CHANNELS ON TAPE
	 (NCHS) 61 0 112 on!%*?
1604 S230 •	 *SX*ICOMMAND CHANNEL NUMIIER
	 (	 ) u *9112 0001604 524. .	 /	 16 Xr • TIME	 INTERVAL OR EVENT CODE
	
(10PT1) 01 9112 0034[0701604 5290 _ _ i	 ^5XrrAcCf— PfiABCI"No-
	 nr r112 00340701404 5260 .	 /	 16 X r'TIME HISTORY	 TAB OPTON







TIME = 9 •F1D.3,'	 STOP
	 TI.0E n 1 rF10.3 003407D ITII^ -- - -__-_f_6Il r	 S START' TIME m1 9FI0.j 1 , 	Nu Ur_FuTwT5-f-0R r 003`10 7
01605 530• +OLEAST SQUARES COMPUTATIONS 	 (NTME)
	 =9 . 1 1 0) 003407
-2004 -FO'R-MATTTRD-i I `SX_vvC_0KMHAN6_EVE_ T -ST7CRT"C	 L . . F I Z . 14 . 5 X .. S Top LLVEL I 003407-
016 06
-
0034071II16U6 S JJ^ ME	 P_-o ;
LEAS LEA5	 RES
T -F-W -9---
COMPUTATI O N S
N
NTMEIT^ I ^) 003407U1607 b35* Zuu5 FORMAT
	 (ImuslbX ,vX-COURUINATE5-Po-l(/ZlXoiOFlUo 3lI
01610 5360 2006 FORMAT	 t I HO915X, • Y-COORDINATES
	 0 . 09 (/21X91OF10931) 00301070-1 3DII7 FORMAT C "'U' r5^'v INPUT -T Pr- CHANNEL RUMWERS O
01612 5380
-	 --
2008	 FORMAT	 (1H	 +I S Xr'I	 =	 'rI2,I011O9(/22X810I10))_ 003407
'v"T's 579w -"2OR4- FD-RKAT ITHO9IIIXi rMFIIN' LATERAL - AE'ATT655--TRW 0 1R
	 I .•. T ----	 ----- ---037'9_7_- ._ ^.. _
J{1 2 01614 540• 2010	 FORMAT	 (1H	 ,BX.'I	 =',13r10F10.3/(12Xr10FI0.3/)) 003407
• 27117
	 ORMATr TR 	 RE..	 Y.	 I .. •	 __ -. .	 J
3901616 5420 2012 FORMAT(1HO91OXO MEAN
	 HEATING RATE	 ...•) 00340701617 54370--7_-2_0` S" F0RMAT- 'T TH O9T9JXr^T7ME``a T iF10. 3771 ] ' X ^'CURIiENT`TERF'ER71TUltE 	 :. Tl -- 00^07_^_ _
?01627 5449
"
2014 F•ORMAT(1H091OX9-'MEAN HEAT FLUX
	
'W ITHOUT	 CONDUCTION CORRECTION——')
-0034071 0]62( - " . 5451'' 0-RV	 f`	 FT ^SIRG
	 si	 r . -- 2015 FORMAT (7790-110X. 	 LIFIEAI(L	 (- Tr*-PIITNT3. 'TIME - -	 r -- "— 003407`





5470 201-6 FORMAT	 (IHO,IOX,'PERCENT STANDARD 	 ERROR
	 .0.1) 003407
01623- -54Ai` "2TfT7 FOk^IT-TCHi TS9,Ti +^  F'lrwER-FOTNTS`TFAA -RE Q-uESTED - #iiT j__ . 003y07-
01624 549 0 2018 F ORMAT ( 1H0,10Xr'TEMPERATURES AVERAGED OVER0 0 5,'	 POINTS • 	 T IME. INO 003407OT&2 14—. 3500 .pVTE-W"L. PR	 D , F 10 •	 ,­OT OT-,TT • ,t 75ETf	 _ 00340 7





2020 FORMAT(1HO,IOX,'HEANS OF MEAN HEATING RATES F O R O D139'
	
TIME PERIOD' 003407






i	 0	 564 2022 FORMAT 00 3140
0163f	 5570 .'(






01631	 559•_ 2023 FORMAT 003407
01631
	 560• - — •—(	 1.7X,A3i 2I	 ,>-X,A3,I2,5X9-K3sI215X,A3,)2, X,A , 2, 	 ,A ,I	 , X,- A3+12 -- 0031#0 7
01631	 -5610 .SX9A3,I2,5X9A3912,SX,A3,I2) 003407
01632	 5620 4001
	
FORMA(J	 ,	 0 64 ERROR  - 	 NX	 OR NY	 15 BA DO) 00340T
01633	 5630 4002 FORMAT(IX,' 6 r 4
 ERROR - NTME
	 IS LARGER THAN	 9 0131 003407
O i 43 -4 	' S64^ -T -- 4003 FORMA (1 X i +
	
ERROR =- TOE -
 MANY CHANNELS-9 T 00 0
01635	 5680 4004 FORMAT(1HO.10x, • 4	 6' •	PARITY
	 ERROR RECORD DELETED	 •	 •	 r') 003407016 ,36 —5660 10K9 END_ (yF_ ALE . EN-COUNfiEAED --dF" -0 N I T 1 , 12	 FR 0 CE55 1 NG "14 7
01636	 5670_ .r•	 OF ACCUMULATED DATA WILL BE ATTEMPTED. • ) 003407




- 6360570• ^rririrrsiirr iii4^ iss0 a • i ii0i,vi"ao#s+iiiiairrrr000i i4reai^suiirrrrrr• _ 003407
01636	 site C	
^^.._ 003407b 1 6-yr- -5^ - -._	 SUBROUTINEE- ERR F I T (s f	 -	 -- 00340
01637	 5730 C 003407
• C	 SUBROUTINE	 TO COMPUTEHEATING RATE BY FITTING A GIVEN TIME 00340 7
Ul 01637	 5754 C	 INTERVAL OF DATA TO A FIRST DEGREE POLYNOMIAL AND TO COMPUTE 003407




N _T 003140 7
0164.2	 5794 C 003407
• 5UM2 0 U.0 00 4101645	 5!11 4 4 SUMO n 0.0 003416_ . II16 113-	1•	 _.- ._-_,.- DO	 s	 .	 _--._.----._ . .._ --	 __ 00 3014 6
01646:	 5830 C	 SUM	 K( l) 00 3446
`-OTaS"X _ 00 44
01651
	
5850 C	 SUM	 (XO10021 0034460165Z	 5660 sUmq Al '( TTT flTM 7-ss	 - - -_	 _ 0
01653	 5876 125 CONTINUE 003'456_ .IIIa53_
	3880 _ ----TSUM - X( I ) I4T6,02- 00
01655.	 5890 SUM6 11SUM24,02 003456
`OTbSb`._._.-SV?TV.,__r .-....___SUMB_ if. rIPT-_w-__SURY..^.^Mb
'	 01656	 5910 C -_ -__ 003460
_01657	 5vzo - -60'-fOQ' I--T-^wX 00 3'46
01662
	 593• DO 200 J	 I.NY 003513tll6bS_ . _-_5^4+_ -.. _	
-iDT	 ^i _
__00351 `—
01666	 595= lF(J.GT.lYDO)	 IDO
	 n 	 2 OD3515 
	
"
-STb-OT6T0 _ _NN -` RTCH ( T ► J ) OOS5f4-
01671
	
5976 IF	 (NN.LE•n)	 GO	 TO	 1 7 5 003526	 107673' _ ..._.TORT
 =-7J:U
a 01674	 5!9♦ SUM3 n 0.0 003534QTIS7	 _ _ 50	 ..	 _ _:__.	 SURS' r-q .0	 -	 -
01676	 6010 DO	 150 N =	 19UPT 003545SUM Ylll •Y(l1 0035x(5





 0035 4 5	 _-	 -	 --
+ 01701 6040 C
-






_--^ 007562Q1704 6090 C -	 r.-- ----„i)M
	
X(I)	 •	 SUM	 Y(1) 003562
+ 0170b 61Q 0 _ SUM! a S1JM2 • SUM3 01)35620t70b 6110  [ SLOPE 003562
01707 _6120 SLOPE n 	 (NPT + SUMI - SUM7)	 / SUMS
_-._ 00356''I01707 6130 C _SIGMA 00356401710_ 6140 SIGMA '	 1.0 / NPT 0 SQRT(NPT 0 SUMS
	 SUM3002 00357301710 X6150 1	 -	 (NPT	 0	 SUMI	 - SUM7)0i2 ! SU'4fi) 003f73
- 01710 616* C STANDARD ERROR
	
_ 00357301711 617• SERB = NPT • SIGMA / 50RTtIN pY-2) i SUMS)
.08361201711 6186 C PERCENT ERROR 003612







ERRtlrJ)	 0.6 DOJ62600363001716 6246 QDOT(L J)	 s 0.0
_ 0036301
-






'6*9999) 00.364201725~ 6216 ?^Y4 _Fn r4 f` THp ^) O XT00 Fi<w POINTS RYA i LASLE FOR CURVE FIT- @ ) 00361601726 6306 RETUR11	 ) 00364661726 6316 C 00361601727 6326 END 
_.- 003716
_- END ` DF COMPILATO"?:^ '	N0	 D]AGNOTICS.	 --	 —"-`	 --
W
OCOPOUT Tl'FS•^THN55CNo ____	 _.	 _.-.. ^__---_._ .___	 _--_	 __-__	 '`
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Programing support is required to develop a program to compute
heating rates of thin skin transient heating rate models.
This program will be developed for the Experimental Heat Trans-
fer Section of the Structures and Mechanics Division. The
program will be used to support definition of the aerothermc-
dynamic design of the MSC space shuttle vehicle.
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Work on this task should be charged-to project number 4556.
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The Experimental Heat Transfer Section of the Structures and
Mechanics Div-1sion has requirements for a digital computer
program to compute heating rates of thin skin transient heat-
ing rate models. These models will be tested in either the
1.5 Megawatt or the 10 Megawatt Arc-Heater facility. The tests
in which such models will be used will be directly related to
current MSC space shuttle vehicle activities. The program out-
puts will be used to support definition of the aerothermodynamic
-design of the MSC space shuttle vehicle configuration.
TEST CONFIGURATION
The thin skin transient heating rate models will be constructed
with a thin metal skin. Thermocouple instrumentation will be
attached to the back side of the skin in rectangular arrays and
used to measure temperature. When these models aro subjected
to a non-uniform constant heat flux by the arc-heater equipment,
the surface temperature of the skin w111 increase according to
the laws of heat conduction and capacitance. The skin will be
sufficiently thin so that the temperature gradient normal to
the skin will be negligible. Therefore, it will be assumed
that the thermocouples attached to the back surface actually
measure the temperature of the skin at each location.
The analog signals output by the thermocouple array will be
digitized by use of either the 160 channel data acquisition
system located in Building 222 or the 50 channel data acquisition
located in Building 262. The digital data tape output by either
of these systems will be compatible with the CAD M-IVAC 1108 digital
computer system. The existing EHTS03 (Q566) program will be used
to 'calibrate the experimental data in engineering units and out-
put a data tape for input to the required thin skin transient
heating rate model program. See Figure 1 for a diagram of the
data flow and test configuration."
8-4
F;
III DATA PROCESSING MMRE 922
The hardware required to accomplish the data processing task
will be the VNIVAC 1108 digital computer. The software re-
quired will be the existing EHTS03 (Q566) program and the
Thin Skin Transient^Heating Rate Model Program specified in
Appendix A.
The'data processing procedure will consist of the steps listed
-below;
1. The project engineer will hove the data tape and the
lead card input For the BHT,-.')03 program delivered to
the test data coordinator in Room 228 of Building 12.
2. The data coordinator will issue instructions for
computer processing and notify the project engineer
when the processing is complete.
N ,
3. The project engineer will review the EHTS03 data and
provide lead card setups for the thin skin transient
heating rate model program.
4. The data coordinator will issue instructions for
computer processing and notify the project engineer
when the processing is complete.
TECHNICAL REFERENCES
1. Memo: ES5/9-24(9)/249M, Memorand..¢n to ED/Ch-ef, Computation
and Analysis Division; from: ES/Chief, Structures and Mechanics
Division; Subject: Requirements for a computer program to
calculate heating rates using thin skin models.
2. Program Documentation, Experimental Heat Transfer Data Reduction










The purpose of this program will be to compute the heating rate
at .each of a number of locations on the surface , of thin skin
transient heating rate models. Experimental data, calibrated in
engineering units, will be obtained from the ABA., tape output by
the EHTS03 computer program. The program output will consist of
time history tabulations of computed data with options for input
and intermediate computation tabulations.
INPUT
i
f The program inputs will be the ABEL time history data tape output
by the EHTS03 program and the lead card inputs necessary to specify
f
computational constants, input data channels, command channels, op-
tions, and command event levels.
	 The magnetic input data tape will
consist of FORTRAN written data records in a single data file. 	 The
E
first data word in each record will be the time word.' The remaining
words will be the data channel words ordered by channel number. 	 The
s tape will be wr:° tten with 800 bit per inch density and odd parity using
the UNIVAC 1108 computer.
The lead card inputs will include, but not be limited to 	 the
following items. 	 The exact card formats will be determined by the
E programer.	 1
1.	 Two cards, each containing &t least sixty column alphanumeric
}
entries will be used to identify the data contained in the
output tabulation..	 This input will appear in the title




€ 2. Coordinatepositions for each thermocouple with a maximum
I array of 50x50 positions. 	 The upper left hand position
will be designated 
TXY
 = T11 as shown by Table 1 in
-Section III.




,4. Physical locations of each row and colimm. 	 All
locations will be determined from the row and column
containing 
TXY
 = T11 in inches.
{ 5. _input tape data channel number for the command channel.
6. Command channel signal level used to start computations.
Millivolt level.
7. Command channel signal level used to terminate computations.
I'
Millivolt level,
8. Input tape data channel number for the time channel.
Normally channel 1.
Start computation time.
10. Stop computation time.
11.
3
Coordinate positions of known erroneous thermocouple data.
12. Option to tabulate tape input temperatures.
J













Mass density ( Q) of the test material in pounds
mass per cubic foot. (lbm/ft3)
Specific heat (Cp) of -the test material in Btu/lbm OF
Material thickness (d) in inches





The thermocouple instrumentation used to measure the temperatures
-on the thin skin transient heating model will be arrayed in the
rectangular coordinate system shown by Table 1. The maximum size of
the array will be 50x50. The minimum array will be 3x1 or 1x3.
Only line, rectangular or square arrays will be defined. Other array
configurations may be computed if dummy data is input to fill out the
array, Even though the thermocouple array w ill gen •.rally be rectangular,
the spacing between rows and columns will not normally be the same.
Therefore, the distance of each row and column from T 11 will be a
r	 separate card input. The array will be computed as for a planar
1	 surface regardless of the actual configuration of the model. That
is the last row will not be adjacent to the first row as in the
case of a olyinderical surface, etc. Spherical and conical surfaces





















Equation 1 will be the energy balance equation used to describe
the heating applied to the model surface at each coordinate
'F 





12	 t+ 	 +(qij)
where:
qij : Heating rate to the model surface Xi$ Y.
P: Mass density of surface material
d: Material thickness of surface material





:ivative computed by the use of equation 2
at
(qxi j): Derivative computed by the use of equat:ion,k





Equation 2 will be used to compute the partial derivative of
temperature with respect to time for the thermal mass around
ti










bk:	 Determined by solution of equations 3a, 3b, and 3c
Ck:	 Determined by solution of equations 3a, 3b and 3c
j
Equations 3a, 3b and 30 will be solved for b k and Ck by the use
of the Gauss-Jordan or other appropriate method for the solution
of simultaneous equations. 	 i
x
T	 (	 ) _
	
+bt - 	+C
	 (tk-1) 2i^	 (tk-1	 ak	 k k 1	 k 
sis
1Tij (tk) 	 ak + bktk + Ck(tk)2
T	 (t	 )-a	 + b t	 + C	 (t	 )2k+1	 j	 k k+1	 kij	 k+1
r
r Where:
ak,bk,ek	Coefficients of a second degree polynomial
tk-1	 : Time of preceeding data sample from ABEL input tape
tk	Time of current data sample
I




t,	 Equation '4 will be used to compute the lateral heat loss in the
X direction for input to equation 1 for each time sample (tk).
Equation 4:
T - TOx	 1	 ii	 1-1




k :	 Thermal conductivity (card input)
d :	 Material thickness (card input)
Xi+1 - Xi-1'	 Distance between thermocouples locat-id on either
side of Xi thermocouple, etc.
xj Tij - Ti_1j :	 Input data temperature difference between thermocouples.
Equation 5 will be used in the same manner as equation 4 to determine
the lateral heat loss in the Y direction for each data time sample.
F' Equation 5:
' Y -	 1	 Tip	 Ti, -1	 Ti, 7+1	 Ti i
_	 kd	
+





Equation 1 will be set to zero for the two end points in a test array
consisting of a single line of thermocouples. Further, equation 1
1
will be set to zero for the four corner transducers in a square or
rectangular array. That is:
2<i<I-1^
2<3<J-1
where: I and J are defined as the greatest i and j limits, respectively;
of the transducer array.
I	 ^
Equation 1 will be computed for the test points in the transducer array
that lie on the four sides of 3x2, 2x3 or larger arrays. Either
equation 4 or equation 5 will be modified as required to prevent
erroneous results due to lack of valid inputs for the transducers
located on the sides of the test array. For test points located on
the upper side of the test point array, equation 6 will be used
instead of equation 4.
Equation 6:
T2j - Tip
X1qi j - 24 kd X22- X1	 X2 - ,1
For test points located in the lower side of the array, equation 7
will be used in lieu of equation 4.
i	 1 Equation 7:
4 x = 24 kd	 2	 TI 	 TI-11	 I^	 XI XI-1	 YI XI-1
Equation 5 will be valid regardless cf whether equations 6 or 7
are used for upper and lower limit test points.
-For test points located on the left side of the array shown in
"	 •Table 1, equation 8 will be used-in lieu of equation 5.
Equation 8:
• Y	 2	 T12 - Ti1q. = 24. kd11	 Y2 - Y1 	Y2 - Y1
For test points located on the right side of the array .  equation g
will be used in lieu of equation 5.
1
Equation 9:'	 !
i Y = 24 kd	 2	 Ti 	 Ti'J_1




'	 Equation 4 will be valid regardless o:' whether equations 8 or 9
are used for left or right test pointo. Note that the end points
r`	 of a linear array and corner points of a rectangular array will not





Card input will be used to specify which if any, of the input test
points have invalid tape data input due to hardware malfunction in
the * test hardware or the data acquisition system. Computations for
the test points on the four sides of the invalid points will be made
by using the input temperature from and the distance to the thermo-
couple on the opposite side of the y fautty point. For example, if
T2 ^ p were faulty (see Table 1), qz lwould be computed using T20
for the temperature input and Y3 Y1 for the distance inpu'c to
equation 5. Note that the program will be designed to salvage data
only for points within the array. A bad point at any edge or corner
of the array will be eliminated by deleting that row or column from
the program input. Substitution of :%ata from a similar point may
also be done by card input. No provision will be Liade for computing
data around specified bad input points that are separated by at least
one row or column of good input data.
Computations will be controlled by card input star,-stop times or
by card input command channs'% ovels. Either one or the other may
be used, but not both. Start . ,stop times will be input inseconds and
milliseconds. Command Channel start and stop levels will be input at
the same levels used in the ETHS03 program. These levels will be
30,35,40,45,50,55,60,65,70,75,80,85,90 and 95 millivolts plus or minus
2.5 millivolts.
Q	 PROGRAM OUTPUT
The program output will consist of tabulations of the input lead
cards, thermocouple array format, computed and input data. No
data tape will be output. Each page of the tabulated output will
be identified by the card input identification title L. addition
to any, other identification, column headings, etc.,' The tabulations
will include:
1. Tabulation of all input card data.
2. Row by row tabulation of input tape data channels: This
tabulation will start with the channel number for T^ = T11
and list the input data channels in 10 columns across the
page. See Table 1 for a typical format. Channel numbers
assigned will be set to zero for those channels specified
as erroneous by card input.
3. Row by row tabulation of acmputed heating rate (q ij ) for
each time history slice. The time of each sample will
precede each beginning row of computed data. Time will
be output in seconds and milliseconds.
1,. Optional row by row tabulation of tape input-data tempera-
tures for each time history slice as tabulated in 3, above.
5. Optional row by row tabulation of computed X and Y heat
losses (q X and 4, ) as in 3, above.ij
Note that tabulated data outputs for non-computed end points, corner
points and bad data points will set to zero.
o e L . o ohnsonY1
NOUSTON AEROSPACE SYSTEMS
16811 EL CAMINO REAL
HOUSTON, TEXAS 77058
TEIEMONE, (AREA CODE 7131 41 "80
C O M P A N Y
In reply refer to:
TDR#2247




TO:	 ED5/Chief, Data-Processing Branch
FROM:	 LEC/Manager, Test Data Reduction Department
SUBJECT:	 Technical Memorandum 11-69-622, October 27, 1969,
Requirements for a Thin Skin Transient Heating -
'Rate Model Program
Subject Technical Memorandum was received by the Test Data Reduction
Department on October 29, 1969.
Responsibility for the requested programming support has been assigned
to Mrs. Yvonne Chempinski. Mrs. Chempinski has been working from pre-
liminary requirements documents. The program has been completed on
schedule with test output delivered to Doctor Scott. Two minor addi-
tions were requested by Doctor Scott and will be completed shortly.
Please direct any additional communications regarding this project to
Mrs. Chempinski at HU8-0080, extension 345 or Mr. Len Martin, ext. 336.
Unless otherwise directed, all effort expended on this task will
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT Canpatah°n and Analysis DivWm
NA9JR lNanaed Spacecraft C.eataeMemorandum	 t 77
To	 LEC/Manager, Test Data Reduction-
	
DATE: November 18, 1969
Department, 672-10
In reply refer to:
FRoM	 ED5/Chief, Data Processing Branch
	 11-69-634
SUBJECT: Requirements for modification of the THNSKN (Q614) program
•	 Programing support is required to modify the Thin Skin
Transient'Heating Rate Model Program. The modifications
requested by Dr. C. D. Scott of the Experimental Heat Trans-
fer Section of the Structures and Mechanics Division are
listed below: 1
a. Change the card input format for X and Y coordi-
nates from F 5.1 to F 10.3...
b. Change the data.output print format to F 10.3.
	
C.
	 Make the tabulation of tape input data temperatures,
X and Y lateral heat losses as standard output rather than
optional.
	
d.	 Compute end point and corner point data for the
thermocouple array rather than setting this data to zero.
It is understood that Mrs. Yvonne Chempinski has started
work on these modifications in response to a verbal request
from Dr. Scott. Work on this task should be a continuing
charge to project number 4556. For further information,
please contact E. 0. Grice, extension  5533.
cc:
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TO:	 ED5/Chief, Data Processing Branch
FROM:	 LEC/Manager, Test Data Reduction Department
SUBJECT:	 Technical Memorandum 11- 69-634, November 18, 1969
Requirements for Modification of the THNSKN (Q614)
Program
Subject Technical Memorandum was received by the Test Data Reduction
Department on November 21, 1969.
Responsibility for maintenance of the THNSKN program has been
assigned to Mrs. Yvonne Chempinski. The program modifications
specified in the subject Technical Memorandum have been completed,
and the modified program has been validated.
Please direct any further communications regarding this task to
Mrs. Chempinski, HU8-0080, extension 345.
As directed, all effort expended on this task will continue to be
charged to Project Number 4556.
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Il,,r^< C	 NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION
MANNED SPACECRAFT CENTER
irk	 v\i
	 HOUSTON, TEXAS 77058
IN REPLY REFER TO: 11-69 -636
TO	 LEC/Manager, Test Data Reduction Department 672-10
FRAM	 ED5/Chief, Data Processing Branch
SUBJECT: Requirements for modification of the THNSKN (Q614) program
Programing support is required to modify the Thin Skin Transient Heating




=21+kd	 1	 Tii T
i_,
 ,L - Ti+1 , i	 i:^
qij	 Xi+1'- Xi-1	 Xi - Xi-1	 Xi+1 Xi
Equation 5:.








Yj-1	 Yj+1 -Yj ) 
i
Mrs. Yvonne Chempinski has started work on these changes in response to a
verbal request from Dr. Scott. Work on this task should be a continuing
charge to project number 4556. For further information, please contact
E. 0. Grice, extension 5533.
rF eT Wilton











18811 EL CAMINO REAL
HOUSTON, TEXAS 77058
TELEPHONES (AREA CODE 7131 4tl-00EO
IrL0CKHEED E L E C T R O N I C S
December 1, 1969
C D M P A N Y
In reply refer to:
TDR#2272
TU:	 zli5/Qnlez-, uara rrocessing brancn
FROM:	 LEC/Manager, Test Data Reduction Department
SUBJECT:	 Technical Memorandum 11-69-636 , November 24, 1969
Requirements for Modification of the THNSKN Program
(Q614)
t;
Subject Technical Memorandum was received by the Test Data Reduction
Department on November 28, 1969.
Programming support for the subject program has been assigned to
Mrs. Yvonne Chempinski of the Data Acquisition Systems programming
group. Mrs. Chempinski has completed the requested program modifi-
cations having worked from a verbal request from Doctor Carl Scott.
Please direct any additional communications regarding this project
to Mrs. Chempinski, HU8-0080, extension 345, or to Mr. Len Martin,
`4	 the Engineering Applications Programming team leader, at extension
336.
y	 As directed, all work expended on this task will continueto be
s	 charged to Project Number 4556.
0 1e -L oh s n^^
DLJ:JDG:pm
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 . December 23, 1974
C Lockh eed
 Electronics Co.	 Inc.
Attn :	 Air. Janes arose
Mail Stop C-30
16311	 El	 Camino Real
Houstnn, I X	 77058
j.
War Cdr. nose: Iy
software change reciuest was issued by fir.	 E. K Jung and 9* Q^- on
October 23, 1974, to incorporate changes into the thin slain heating
ratc data reduction computer program (THNSKN).	 Equation (2) of that
t
document shoul d be
3 1
Q	 ^^. PC P1 1-1
	
(l W	 _ 14-1	 ^ l. j	 r T?	 )
t -t	 N-2	 ii
N	 1
iJ	 iJ	 17
The: expressions in eryuaLlons 	 (5) and (5) should be carrying a negative
sign.
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TO:	 FD5/Chief, Data Processing Branch
FROM:	 LEC/Manager, Data Processing Systems Department
SUBJECT: Transmittal of EXEC VIII Version of the THNSKN Program
Transmit-ed herewith is the EXEC VIII version of THNSKN program
for the Structures and Mechanics System. This version replaces
the EXEC II version.
Results from the validation runs, after being checked for
correct.aess with the use of LEC generated test data, were sub-
mitted to the customer, Dr. Carl Scott. Upon his acceptance,
the Software Change Request ti,as signed by the SIC and NASA
P:rojc•ct Leader. The Software Change Request form is attached









C. F. Iven C
J. Brosc/C30
J. L. !o.-.Fa:land/C30
J . 0. File
8-23
1	 • I 
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FDS/Chief, Data Processing Branch
LEC/Manager, Data Processing Systems Department
Transmittal of EXEC VIII Version of the THNSKN Program
Transmitted herewith is the EXEC VIII version of THNSKN program
for the Structures and Afechanics System.	 This version replaces
the EXEC II version.
Results from the validation runs, after being checked for
correctness with the use of LEC generated test data, were sub-
milted to the customer, Dr. Carl Scott.	 Upon his acceptance,
;BSI the Software Change Re quest eras signed by the SIC and NASA
P_coject Leader.	 The Soltivare Change Request form is at t ached










E. J. Jung/ES3 
C. E. Hutchinson/C30
C.	 F.	 Iven C
J. Brosc/C30
n` J. E. McFarland/C30
J. 0. File
8-23
A	 S 	 EsSIQ	 IaRY	 0F	 U0{,KHEEO AIRGRni	 T	 GC1:^s;0^?,^I1t'	 I'
•S0 4_'WAP E C . -ANGE RE(-,,,UEc!4T
r To Ec Ccimplctcd 1?y !t^sponsible Organitattui
Date_ Oct. 23, 1074
	 Job Order 53-15	 SCR No. S3-15 '_0
Program Name THNS N
Rer1u°ster/ 
Organization h•J..ftln f7	.. Cott/JSC: ES Program No. Q614
Project No.- 4300
INced Date
	 Dec. 31. 1974	
—	 "Target Date 12/31/74
IWASON FUR t;fiANGE:
To improve the accuracy and automation of the computer program 'IIISM
used to calculate heat fluxes from temperature time histories
measured on thin slain heat transfer models tested in JSC arc tunnel
facilities.
CHANGE DESCRIPTION (attach extra sheet if necessary):
See the attached description.
---------T0 :-i CJ_MP ETA*.^D M RESPCII S I B L E 0RGANI " ' ;iN - -
ESTII•L11'ED RESOURCES:
	
APPROVALS BY , y	 ii
/	 Task anager ate




T	 ?J.sm i 1' r.11. 'r0 P'•:c.nUC'f 1 ON :
Sv •nit .-cd ''by:
Date:











_._._"trw program dicks have been st.l,:titied to prMuvIicn
.__ ___-Transiaitta! tap., replaces currrnt system CUR PUR
Overlay prodi:ctivn CUR/PCR with rransmitta! CLR/F
'	 Symbolic element-; are contained in file number
Rclocatable elem.nts are contained in file nutiAlet
^No chaeges are required in execution deck sEhtp
Chan agos in run instrnctions are nllached
•i rarsmitted program tape , r• i •- hot







To Be Ccmnpleted By Responsible Organizatjui
.I	 :?ate_ Oct. 23, 1974	 Job Order g3-15	 SCR No. 53-15-_i0
1^  C;.r	 Program Name THNSKN
Pt3(tl.lwS'ter^
	





	 Target Date 12/31/74
Y	
REASON FOR CHANGE;
To improve the accuracy and automation of the computer program THNSKN
used to calculate heat fluxes from temperature time •h:istories
measured on thin skin heat transfer models tested in JSC arc tunnel
facilities.
CHANGE DESCRIPTION (attach extra sheet if necessary):
See the attached description.
fit
t











/ ^^ Tech t'i/c-a	 relonitpT— 	 '	 Date
'^	 f" ^.` '	 ' ss	 /4 / '	 ' L/ 7
Branch Chief iate





r	 t.'a3r Date	 Now program docks have been s(',ctitied to prni wtirn
`r:'1 i d<<C i i}It	 <lpprc?`r >rj. 	 ;,y:	 1  Tran^rtittal tape replaces currcu. ;; •stem CUR, PUROverlay
	
/PCl2	 .1 transmitt•a. CUR/Fproductiutri;JR,%
t	 - • ,	 , _l	 ,jy^ , 	 6 , ^^	 "d	 Symbolic elements nre contaire t i n file number
L(!n^	 ;.t^gratat^,t - C:uo^dina.	 nrI Date	 12elocatable elements are co(itain^ii in file nan:hcr
!!!	 d` --No changes are required in axecutiori Ieck setup
ChaitC'es in run in-ructions are attached
r V
_Transmitted  pro g ram tape number
hxc' ,, c, c 	 Leader Date7
1
BY	 114:.01.1i1G'VION





tf Project	 Leader`	 D.?tI.``
s
et
,.L..	 Ti{IN SKIN PROGRAM MODIFICATION
Y
	 Code modifications are required to improve the accuracy and automation
	
i
of the computer program THNSKN used to calculate heat fluxes from









tested in the JSC arc tunnel facilities. The modification described
here will also allow one discontinuity in the skin thickness (in one
direction only) and uses finite difference expressions which are
approximately second order accurate (except at end points) in both the,
space and time derivatives of the heat conductbn equation.
Tho following modifications are required:
1) At present the computer program calculates heat fluxes only
during one time period. Modify the program so that the number
of time periods that heat fluxes are calculated during a run
i'z o=a may be specified in the input.
2) Comput the average 'heat fluxes for each time period and print
the ?v .;age for each location.
3) Remova the restriction that if bad thermocouples are at end
paints of rows or columns of thermocouples, the computation is
zL. orbecP. Use the next good thermocouple oa the end point.
4) Compute the conduction correction at end points (lest good
thermocouple) using the same conduction correction as at points
adjacent to -the end point. e.g.; ^^^	 ^,ir	 ^IL
5) Allowance for discontinuity in skin thickness— In the input





.	 ^	 le	 ^the position y,, of the function het,ic _n the l. o thickncs. cs
d=d^ for y < Yd and d = d 2 for y yd
Use the appropriate thickness d for Each location.





!. 	 compute	 ?	 at therinocou le locations adjacen t to the skinr	 p	
v	
pTo 	 J
thi cki ass ,j Limp (yd) use the fol l mii ng formulas for YV-vd`Yk+l
	
(.1^	 Vii..
	 '	 ^	 lU	 ^ `^  l GS	 ` -	 ^^J:.,.^




Th e bars over the T's denote time average of the temperatures
throughout a given interval. The superscripts on the T's in
the first term denote the first, second, lasi:, and next to
last temperatures in the timo interval. The number of samples
in a- time interval is N. The first time in the interval is t,
and the 'last is tF-!. The latter two terms in equations (3) and
(4) are the lateral heat loss terms as used previously except
now they are averages over the time interval. This procedure





7) Output - Print the start and stop times
Print out the number of times N in each
anri i°enipc. r-il-,isrne T^ air ^^ch ^imn 	 (In
^l
flux terms at each time since these are
Print each of the terms in equation (1)
for each time interval.
interval, the times ti
lonnos- nrin •t^ he hiza+




and the net heat flux	 Conti, e to compute and print the
linear least squares heat flux in t,.e revis!d program, Finally,
print the mean of c^ averaged over the	 of tiu:^ intervals
1
specified in the input.






***FEWER POINTS THAN REQUESTED***
This message occurs at the end of a time slice when the
number of points accumulated for least squares heat flux
computations is less than the requested (NTME). This is
not necessarily abnormal.
***PARITY ERROR RECORD DELETED***
An •input record has been skipped because of parity errors.
END OF FILE ENCOUNTERED ON UNIT 8. PROCESSING OF ACCUMULATED
DATA WILL BE ATTEMPTED.
Normally, stop times or stop event levels should be chosen
so that the end-of-file is never encountered. If at least
three scans of data have been accumulated, processing will
be done
I
TOO FEW POINTS AVAILABLE FOR CURVE FIT
Fewer than three data points have been stored so no least
squares heat flux computations can be done.
***ERROR - NX OR NY IS BAD
E
r' Either one or both of NX and NY are too large or too small,.
Currently, the maximum size for either is 50 Either NX or



















***ERROR - NTME IS LARGER THAN NN
The requested number of points to be used for least squares
heat flow computations exceeds array dimensions (NN). Cur-
rently NN is 50.
***ERROR - TOO MANY CHANNELS
The number of channels specified for the input tape is too
large for the array dimensions. Currently, the maximum
number of channels which can be processed is 260.
